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Abstract Big data drive multidimensional convergence and profound innovations among industries and

provide novel ways of exploring the world. As they significantly create economic and social value, big data

meaningfully impact the implementation and management of information security and privacy protection.

Cryptographic technologies are used to protect the security and entire life cycle of big data. The demand for

this technology is multiplied when the data are stored in the cloud. They are stored in the cloud in the form

of ciphertext, and the driving requirement for data retrieval, sharing, and manipulation places the security

of data at risk. The all-or-nothing approach of traditional cryptography systems cannot realize the release

and processing of data information with flexible and increasingly fine granularity. Consequently, dealing with

the relationship between privacy protection and data utilization, as well as navigating the blurry boundaries

between subverting either plaintext or ciphertext, has become a research focus of the current cryptographic

trend for protecting big data security. Presently, there are many studies designed to solve these limitations.

First, security requirements and source encryption mode for future big data systems and applications are

elaborated. Then, focusing on the practical security and functionality of the big data life cycle, including

storage, retrieval, sharing, calculation, statistical analysis, and utilization, the research being conducted

based on those functions is reviewed. For each cryptographic technology that meets the requirement of each

type of big data security or application, security and efficiency comments and sufficient comparison analyses

of cryptography schemes or protocols are provided; moreover, the current general problems and development

trends are expounded. Because the current innovative research on cryptographic technology was primarily

based on the development or improvement of a single solution, the study on the security of the entire big

data life cycle from a holistic perspective is extremely limited. Finally, based on surveys and integration of

cryptographic techniques, a compatible and comprehensive reference cryptographic architecture for big data

security (Z-CABDS) is proposed, which can be used to guide each sub-direction to cooperate with each other

to achieve the full life cycle security of big data. Moreover, certain challenges, open problems, and thoughts

on future research related to the cryptography of big data security from the viewpoint of the entire big data

life cycle are addressed, including views on information theory, the intersection and fusion of technologies,

and new technology derivation, which aims to provide a good reference and inspiration for follow-up research.

Keywords big data security, cryptographic techniques, ciphertext-based data sharing and computing, au-

thenticated encryption, functional encryption, homomorphic encryption, secure multi-party computing
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1 Introduction

The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) has led to the advancement of networking devices and their
constituent data. By 2019, the total number of global IoT devices had reached 12 billion; it will reach 24.6
billion by 20251). According to Statista2), the total amount of global data reached 47 ZB in 2019, and
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it will reach 2142 ZB by 2035. With the rapid development of global interconnectivity and digitization,
global data have exponentially grown, and humans have entered the era of big data.

The boost in computing power and the fast development of artificial intelligence have greatly enhanced
the processing, analysis, and mining of large types of data. The attributes of big data have gradually
expanded from the 5V characteristics of volume, variety, velocity, value, and veracity to those of multi-
fusion, fast aggregation, and high value. The information and knowledge obtained from large-scale and
high-quality data analysis are changing our lives and enriching the ways we explore the world. They
have indeed driven multidimensional and deep integrations among industries. Data have become a most
valuable resource, and their potential value in politics, economy, national security, and other aspects has
created concern and attention globally. From the Obama Administration’s “Big Data Research and De-
velopment Initiative” launched in 2012 to “Data Strategy 2020” released by the United States Department
of Defense in October 2020, the USA has built a comprehensive strategy obtaining big data for political,
economic, and military purposes. The US government aims to use big data in obtaining knowledge and
strategy advantage, promoting the development and availability of public data, and improving public
social services. They are also used in the transformation of the United States Department of Defense to
a more data-centric organization while implementing the National Defense Strategy of data weaponiza-
tion. Simultaneously, the British government launched their digital strategy and established the “Open
Data Institute”. The EU launched its “Open Data Strategy” and finally realized barrier-free information
sharing for Pan-European member states. Australia released their “Public Service Big Data Strategy”.
Korea launched its national big data development plan that aims to train 1000 enterprises regarding big
data and cloud computing. Thus, big data have become the basis for many nations to identify, judge,
and meet the requirements of public value. Consequently, the conventional wisdom of data sovereignty
and national security is evolving. As big data create large economic and social advantages, they pose new
challenges to information security and privacy protection. Because of the increasing number of ubiquitous
networks, harm now spreads faster and impacts more people. The destruction, leakage, and manipulation
of data have a considerable impact on personal privacy, national security, social order, and public interest.
From the worldwide blackmail attack, WannaCry, in 2017 to the privacy leaks of Facebook and Uber in
2018, the security risks of big data are monumental. The importance and sensitivity of data involved are
directly related to the core interests of users, countries, and society.

In a cloud computing environment where data storage and processing resources are controlled by service
providers, users require to control their data content and maintain ownership. As an important tool in
protecting big data security, cryptographic measures must provide the first layer of protection both prior
to its transfer to the cloud and during its storage in the form of ciphertext. These initiate security
requirements and source encryption mode of big data application, as shown in Figure 1. However,
the ciphertext of traditional encryption systems can be analyzed, mined, and utilized only after it is
decrypted into plaintext, which consumes additional computing and communication costs. Based on
new cryptographic technologies, the cloud realizes the sharing, calculation and processing of data on
the basis of ciphertext without knowing anything information of the data. Hence, modern big data
cryptography research focuses on the fine-grained flexible sharing and processing of ciphertext-based data.
Different application requirements have come up with cryptosystems with different characteristics, such as
searchable encryption (SE) for ciphertext-based data retrieval, functional encryption (FE) for ciphertext-
based data sharing, and multi-party computing (MPC) protocol for ciphertext-based computing. Recent
studies on this topic have shown significant theoretical and technical results on this topic.

Inspired by [1,2], this study comprehensively reviews the cryptography technologies from the practical
requirements of big data storage and security, fine-grained data security sharing, and ciphertext-based
data computing, while determining their essentials and the remaining problems to be solved. It summa-
rizes multiple development statuses and analyzes their practical security and efficiency. Authenticated
encryption and data integrity auditing technologies, which protect the confidentiality and integrity of big
data during storage, are discussed. Group key agreements (GKA), broadcast encryption (BE), identity-
based encryption (IBE), attribute-based encryption (ABE), proxy re-encryption (PRE), and FE are
reviewed for fine-grained data sharing and access control. Regarding ciphertext-based retrieval and com-
puting, attribute-preserving encryption and SE are outlined together with the homomorphic encryption
and secure MPC techniques. For each cryptographic technology that meets the requirement of each type
of big data security or application, we go through the background of the proposed technologies, expound
sufficient security and efficiency comments, compare analyses of cryptography schemes or protocols, and
summarize current general problems and development trends. After reviewing the status of various
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Figure 1 (Color online) Applications and security requirements of big data.

research sub-directions, we identified a problem: researchers are very extensive with their theoretical
research on each sub-direction and have proposed multiple solutions; however, when these solutions are
combined to solve the big data life cycle security, can it still be safe? Will there be security or efficiency
issues in the convergence, combination, and coordination of the various schemes? Therefore, to realize
the comprehensive application of schemes and to protect the security of the entire big data life cycle, we
present the cryptographic architecture for big data security (Z-CABDS), a compatible and comprehensive
reference cryptographic architecture for big data security. Moreover, certain challenges, open problems,
and thoughts on future research related to the cryptography of big data security from the viewpoint of the
entire big data life cycle are addressed, including the views on information theory, intersection and fusion
of technologies, and new technology derivation, which aims to provide a good reference and inspiration
for follow-up research.

2 Secure storage of big data

Cloud service providers (CSPs) often provide big data secure storage environments by applying access
controls and cryptography technologies with database and system security applications. The goal is
to protect the cloud storage system and stored data from illegal access, tampering, and retrieval by
adversaries. As with most technologicals, the various implementations of cloud storage and security are
driven by marketization. However, many incidents of privacy leakage demonstrate that market forces
cannot account for all the risks imposed by service providers. Although service providers deliver their
services based on the regulations, they attempt to remain aware of their users’ privacy needs. Hence, cloud
storage service providers are objectively considered honest but curious. Consequently, data encryption is
generally applied at all phases of transfer, storage, and manipulation. Traditionally, efficient symmetric
cryptographic algorithms are used to encrypt the data, and a public-key cipher is used to encrypt the
symmetric key, thus providing us with a hybrid encryption model. However, the users’ requirements
for access to cloud services and big data management are rapidly increasing. The disadvantages of
traditional hybrid encryption techniques (e.g., high communication costs and lack of flexibility in data
sharing and computing) have been attracting considerable attention both academically and industrially.
Therefore, for the various applications of big data, an encryption algorithm will often have attributes
specialized to the situation, such as authenticated encryption for integrity verification, SE for ciphertext-
based searching, PRE for point-to-point ciphertext-based sharing, ABE and FE for fine-grained sharing,
and (fully) homomorphic encryption for ciphertext-based calculation. These technologies are explained
in subsequent chapters. This chapter focuses on the research overview of authenticated encryption and
integrity auditing for secure storage of big data.

2.1 Authenticated encryption

Confidentiality and integrity (authenticity) are important security attributes that must be guaranteed
with the storage of big data. Authenticated encryption algorithms are created for the efficient protection
of data confidentiality and integrity through symmetric cryptography. If performed well, the database
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can resist passive (e.g., eavesdropping) and active attacks (e.g., unauthorized manipulation, modification,
and destruction). Early authenticated encryption schemes used cryptographic algorithms to ensure data
confidentiality and integrity via message authentication coding (MAC). Classic schemes included Encrypt-
then-MAC (EtM), Encrypt-and-MAC (E&M), and MAC-then-Encrypt. However, only EtM is secure and
was adopted by the Joint Technical Committee of the International Organization for Standardization and
the International Electrotechnical Commission. Because EtM’s encryption and authentication algorithms
are completely independent, the costs are expensive and efficiency is low. To overcome this, authenti-
cated encryption schemes, whose encryption and authentication algorithms generally share computing
resources, have been proposed. In 2014, the National Institute of Standards and Technology initiated the
Competition for Authenticated Encryption: Security, Applicability, and Robustness (CAESAR competi-
tion) to collect and curate secure and efficient authenticated encryption schemes with broad application
potential. Finally, in February 2019, the CAESAR competition selected six winning algorithms in three
scenarios, such as ASCON [3] for lightweight application scenarios, AEGIS-128 [4] for high-performance
application scenarios, and Deoxys-II [5] for defense in depth scenarios. ASCON is based on the sponge
operation mode with a customized SPN permutation, the optimized s-box of which can resist side-channel
attacks. Its lightweight design enables rapid hardware and software implementation. The AEGIS algo-
rithm uses a number of 128-bit groups as the internal state for calculation. For example, AEGIS-128
updates the state for each step on the 128-bit group by paralleling five advanced encryption standard
(AES) round functions without a key addition operation. Based on the AES round function and the
tweakable block cipher, the Deoxys-II algorithm uses several sets of parameters to adjust the key and
tweak sizes, which is accompanied by a good security margin for all sets of recommended parameters.
Furthermore, during the CAESAR competition, a wealth of theoretical research results on authenticated
encryption algorithms emerged (e.g., ACORN [6], OCB [7], COLM [8]). The encryption-mode-based
COLM comprises two layers of parallelizable encryption connected by a linear mixing functionality. It
resists nonce-misuse attacks, and its structure has proven releasing unverified plaintext (RUP) security [9].

Based on the CAESAR competition, the authenticated encryption designs resort under five categories
(as shown in Table 1): block cipher, stream cipher, sponge structure, permutation, and compression func-
tion. The authenticated encryption mode design based on the block cipher originated from the one-pass
mode proposed by Jutla [10]. Subsequently, multiple schemes have been proposed to address diverse
practical requirements. For example, the RIV [11], based on the extended synthetic initialization vector
(SIV) [12], is designed to resist nonce-misuse attack and is provably secure when RUP. XUBA [13], based
on the 128-bit stream cipher, satisfies standard security and is resistant to algebraic, differential, time-
memory-data trade-off, MAC forgery, and guessing attacks. The Galois/counter mode (GCM)-based
instantiation algorithm GCM-RUP [14] achieves a general construction resisting RUP attacks by adding
the tweakable block cipher (TBC). They provided proof of beyond-birthday-bound (BBB) security under
the condition that the nonce is not misused. However, when processing each data block, most TBC-
based authenticated encryptions with BBB security require two or more block encryption calls. On the
basis of the combination of two TBCs, the XKX construction [15] having BBB security with improved
efficiency is proposed. Moreover, the stream cipher-based TriviA [16] is presented, which is hardware
friendly with high throughput and implements tag calculation via pairwise independent hashing. The
pure OMD (p-OMD) [17], which is an OMD authenticated encryption algorithm variant [18], dispenses
with the XOR MAC algorithm to improve execution efficiency without security loss, and the security
proof is given under the standard assumption (pseudorandomness of the compression function). In 2016,
Thomas and Yannick [19] proposed a provably secure reverse-tweakable authenticated encryption mode
synthetic counter-in-tweak (SCT), which converted a tweakable block cipher into a random number-based
authenticated encryption scheme. It ensures security up to the birthday bound in the strong nonce-misuse
resistance sense; it is simple, parallelizable, efficient for short messages, and supportable of incremental
updates of associated data. To achieve multiuser security in practical applications, Bellare et al. [20]
provided a formal definition of multiuser indistinguishability and key recovery for the authenticated-
encryption mode GCM for the transport layer security (TLS) 1.3 protocol and analyzed the multiuser
security advantages of the authenticated encryption mode randomized GCM (RGCM), thus comparing
it with GCM under the perfect-block cipher assumption. They proposed a more concise optional authen-
ticated encryption mode (named XGCM) and demonstrated that it had higher multiuser security and
the same efficiency as RGCM. In the same year, Reyhanitabar et al. [21] analyzed the online encryption
and decryption efficiency limitations of the robust authenticated encryption scheme proposed by Hoang
et al. [22] in 2015, thus proposing the nonce-based variable-stretch authenticated encryption scheme,
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Table 1 Comparison of authenticated encryption schemes

Scheme Cryptographic primitive Efficiency Attack resistance Properties

COLM [8] block cipher Pipelined hardware implementation nonce misuse RUP

ASCON [6] permutation function Soft- and hardware evaluation
side channel

Differential and Linear

Lightweight

small state size

RIV [11] block cipher Software efficient: 1.5 CPB on Haswell nonce misuse

Provable security

subtle AE (SAE)

modular framework

XUBA [13] stream cipher No efficiency evaluation

algebraic attack

differential attack

time-memory-data trade-off attack

forgery and MAC guessing attack

Strict avalanche criterion (SAC)

collision test

XKX [15] TBC One-pass efficient BBB Online and parallelizable

TriviA [16] stream cipher
Hareware performance evaluation

3.8 times better than ASCON

guess-then-find attack

Cube-Attack

Polynomial Density

Small hardware footprint

provable security

SCT [19] TBC Efficient for small messages
nonce misuse

BBB

Close-to-optimal security

simple and parallelizable

XGCM [20] block cipher
More simple

less sessions
threat of mass surveillance

mu (multiuser) indistinguishability

mu kr (key recovery) security

modular design

nvAE [21] nonce-based Not impact significantly
nonce misuse

generic forgery attack

Key-equivalent separation by stretch (kess)

robustness and online encryption

provably achievable

AEZ [22] AES round function Software efficient: 0.7 cpb on Haswell
nonce misuse

pseudorandom-injection (PRI) security

Provable security

prove-then-prune

robustness

SIVAT [23] nonce-based No efficiency evaluation

side channel

protocol leakage

nonce misuse

Provable security

robustness

Feistel

construction [24]
PRI Only 3 round complexity

key-dependent message attacks

related-key attacks

nonce misuse

Universal composability (UC) security

robustness

FRIET [25] FRIET-P pseudorandom Soft- and hardware evaluation

leakage attack: fault/side channel

Invariant attack

Differential and Linear Propagation

Full diffusion

lightweight

which satisfies the key-equivalent separation-by-stretch property. In 2017, Barwell et al. [23] proposed
an anti-leakage and anti-misuse authenticated encryption scheme based on a leakage-resilient pseudo-
random function and provided a secure and efficient pairing-based instantiation. In 2018, Barbosa and
Farshim [24] combined non-differentiable attributes with authenticated encryption to develop a provably
secure authenticated encryption scheme based on the Feistel structure, which reduced the complexity of
at least six rounds of block ciphers to three. In 2020, Simon et al. [25] proposed a new fault-resistant
iterative extended transformation (FRIET) with permutation, which was resistant to fault attacks. They
then developed a duplex authenticated encryption FRIET based on it. They analyzed the execution
efficiency of the scheme, tested its fault detection capability, and completed a leakage assessment.

The security proof method of the authenticated encryption mode is primarily based on the provable se-
curity theory. Assuming that the underlying encryption algorithm is a strong pseudorandom permutation,
the security of the authenticated encryption mode is regulated to the algorithm’s security. The analysis of
authenticated encryption primarily revolves around mixed-integer linear programming technology, which
is used to search for block-cipher differential and linear paths. It borrows techniques from the integral
distinguisher technology based on bit-level segmentation characters [26] and cube attacks [27]. Moreover,
studies on candidate algorithms have been performed for the CAESAR competition, including those of
the differential characters of the state-update function and the internal state collision analysis for the
MORUS algorithm, differential discrimination cryptanalysis, divide-and-conquer cryptanalysis [28], and
differential and rotation cryptanalysis [29] on MORUS-640. The ASCON algorithm includes differential
cryptanalysis, impossible differential cryptanalysis, linear character cryptanalysis of its permutation, dif-
ferential paths generated by collisions based on sponge function-like structures, round-key cube attacks,
and differential linear attacks [30]. For the PRIMATEs algorithm, there are differential character crypt-
analyses of permutations, linear character cryptanalyses, collision-generating path analyses, impossible
differential path analyses, diagonal fault analyses of the authenticated permutation-based encryption
mode, and key-recovery cube-like attacks on the HANUMAN mode [31]. In term of the GCM mode,
a RUP attack was proposed [32]. In response to the above mentioned cryptanalysis research, multiple
resistance schemes have been proposed. In 2016, Bost and Sanders [33] reported a collision of tweakable
encryption in the OTR mode and developed attacks on its confidentiality and authentication. Then, they
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proposed a collision-resistant construction scheme against the attack. Bay et al. [34] analyzed the secu-
rity of the encrypt-linear-mix-decrypt (ELmD) authenticated encryption mode based on a block cipher
submitted at CAESAR during the second round. They demonstrated common-forgery and key-recovery
attacks on the scheme. In 2018, Dodis et al. [35] proposed the sender binding-security problem for the
attachment-franking scheme of Facebook and identified that the cause of the problem was that the au-
thenticated encryption did not make a binding commitment to the message content. Consequently, they
proposed a new cryptographic primitive called “encryptment” based on hash-function chaining, which, in
turn, was based on the ccAEAD scheme [36]. Moreover, they developed an extremely efficient committing
authenticated encryption scheme.

Summary and prospect. Based on the overview of the authenticated encryption mentioned above,
it can be concluded the following. (1) The CAESAR competition has developed a solid foundation the-
oretically and practically to improve and apply authenticated encryption. The algorithms introduced in
the competition provide important references for designing authenticated encryption. Most of the current
research focuses on the security analysis and optimization of the algorithms in the CAESAR competi-
tion. (2) The focus of authenticated encryption security is primarily on RUP, BBB, and nonce-misuse
security. The analysis methods primarily cover the cube, distinguishing, forgery, zero-sum distinguisher,
integral, and key-recovery attacks. (3) Cryptography primitives and encryption modules with special
properties need to be examined as the key to algorithm innovation to design a new scheme for authen-
ticated encryption. However, methods based on the ecosystem of mature algorithms can help improve
the efficiency of software and hardware implementation; e.g., Intel AES New Instructions (AES-NI) is an
important prerequisite for the AEGIS algorithm to be efficient. (4) The current progress informs that
authenticated encryption will evolve into a method that will ensure the confidentiality and integrity of
big data storage, which has considerable application feasibility and development prospects. Although
there have been many studies about authenticated encryption recently, many unsolved problems still
remain regarding the protection of big data security in practical applications. (1) In terms of security,
current authenticated encryption methods still have open problems, such as birthday-bound-attack resis-
tance, strong model security, multi- and related-key security, multiuser security, leakage resistance, and
nonce-reuse/misuse resistance security. (2) As for implementation efficiency and diverse practical appli-
cations, the design of authenticated encryption requires considering multiuser scenarios, computing and
storage costs, application environments, and software/hardware implementation. (3) The generality of
algorithm design will gradually decrease, and personalization and specialization will increase because of
the diversification of application scenarios. For instance, suitable lightweight authenticated encryptions
in resource-constrained devices or big data application environments will be a focus of future research.

2.2 Integrity audit for big data storage

Usually, cloud storage service providers offer security and reliable storage services for data providers and
users; however, because of internal adversaries and operational errors, the destruction, manipulation,
and loss of cloud storage data cannot be completely avoided. Furthermore, providers may delete or
modify rarely accessed data for their own benefit. Therefore, to ensure the confidentiality and integrity
of cloud data, users require to both encrypt data ahead of time and they must conduct regular integrity
audits. MAC was originally used to protect storage integrity verification. However, it required additional
storage in the cloud environment and high calculation costs. Although the abovementioned authenticated
encryption can simultaneously guarantee data confidentiality and integrity, users must download the
encrypted data to a local machine to confirm whether they have been tampered with or destroyed during
decryption. To efficiently audit the integrity of cloud storage data, Ateniese et al. [37] proposed in 2007
two schemes under the provable data possession (PDP) model. Based on random sampling, users no
longer had to download cloud data and randomly select blocks to achieve probabilistic integrity auditing;
thus, they reduced computing and communication costs. The scheme was then extended to support public
verifiability and third-party integrity. Juels et al. [38] proposed a proof-of-retrievability (POR) scheme,
which both verified data integrity, and ensured data retrievability. Shacham and Waters [39] extended
the scheme to support public audits. Then, PDP and POR have become mainstream technologies for
auditing the integrity of big data cloud storage, and their scalability allows third-party auditor (TPA)
integrity checking. This model has become an important part of big data-related security research.

As shown in Figure 2, based on the classic PDP and POR schemes, follow-up studies on the security
analysis and design of diversified schemes are conducted, which aims to expand functions and improve
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Figure 2 (Color online) Integrity audit for big data storage.

security and efficiency. First, from a trusted third party, the security model has advanced into a semi-
trusted or malicious third party. Wang et al. [40] proposed a public auditing scheme using a semi-trusted
TPA model based on random hidden patterns. The scheme realized both batch checking of data integrity
via TPA and ensured that TPA could not reveal data content. Xu et al. [41] and Worku et al. [42] proposed
malicious CSP attacks and external attacks and provided their optimization schemes. Second, related-key,
key-exposure, and spoofing attacks were reported and solved, and extended properties were considered,
such as privacy preserving, certificateless public auditing, sensitive information hiding, and key updates.
Cui et al. [43] discovered a related key attack on the scheme of Shacham et al. [39] and proposed a secure
and efficient public POR audit. Liu et al. [44] proposed a spoofing attack in which a CSP could pass the
auditing of TPA even if all user data were deleted. Then, they provided a solution to this limitation.
Yu et al. [45] proposed the first key-exposure resistance audit scheme. Unfortunately, most key-exposure
resistance audit schemes require the client to update secret keys every time period, inevitably giving the
client new local burdens. To avoid this limitation, Yu et al. [46] proposed a new paradigm, which is called
cloud storage auditing with verifiable outsourcing of key updates having minimal impact on the client.
Because privacy protection is often as important as attack protection, the first privacy-preserving public
auditing scheme was Oruta [47], which exploited ring signatures to compute verification metadata and
realized multiple auditing tasks simultaneously. To achieve security and efficiency improvements based
on Oruta, researchers subsequently proposed privacy-preserving remote data integrity auditing based on
zero-knowledge privacy and pseudorandom functions [48,49]. In addition to protecting the users’ privacy,
the design of the schemes considers dynamic users. Based on the idea of proxy re-signatures, Panda [50]
was a public auditing scheme for shared data with efficient user revocation, which was able to support
batch auditing by simultaneously verifying multiple auditing tasks. Because Panda recalculates the
authorization information of all users after the new user joins in order for the user’s malicious behavior to
be traced to the source, its verification overhead is relatively large. In response to this limitation, Yang et
al.’s solution [51] used a group manager to generate authenticators, used two lists to record the members’
modification, and achieved data privacy using a blind signature technique, thus finally forming a more
efficient scheme supporting identity privacy protection, identity traceability, and malicious user behavior
location. Third, in addition to integrity auditing of static data, for practical applications, there is an
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urgent requirement for public auditing of dynamic data integrity after data modification, insertion, and
deletion. However, the initial lightweight update scheme [52] did not efficiently support data insertion
operations. Liu et al. [53] realized complete dynamic data updates and block index authentications based
on multiple-replica MHTs. The abovementioned dynamic schemes only operated at the block level and
restricted the location of data inserted into a file to fixed block size. To achieve fine-grained dynamic
data integrity auditing more efficiently, follow-up schemes [54, 55] based on balanced update tree and
divide-and-conquer tables (D&CTs) have been proposed, which aims to break through the restriction
of block indexing during data updates by designing novel data structures. Moreover, to prevent the
server from identifying and deleting several codeword symbols that belong to any single data block when
they are being accessed by the client, Cash et al. [56] used oblivious RAM to hide where the various
codeword symbols for any individual data block are stored on the server and proposed a safer dynamic
POR scheme. Finally, to get rid of the cost of certificate management in the PKI system, a certificateless
scheme [57] was proposed, and He et al. [58] proposed an efficient certificateless public auditing (CLPA)
scheme, which was used to address the issue of integrity in cloud-assisted wireless body area networks
(WBANs). To avoid incorrect or incomplete response services, the cloud service selection verification
(CSSV) scheme and MMBcloud-tree index structures [59] were proposed to determine illegal acts by
corrupted or semi-trusted cloud proxy brokers. Shen et al. [60] proposed a remote data integrity audit
system with sensitive data hiding using the sanitizer module. Sanitizing sensitive data or files can realize
remote auditing and sharing of sensitive data. Yang et al. [61] provided a batch audit scheme based on
the short signature and sequence-enforced B+ hash tree structures to improve the audit efficiency and to
support dynamic operations and transparent batch auditing.

Summary and prospect. The following results can be concluded from the overview of the above-
mentioned integrity audit the following. (1) PDP and POR have become mainstream technologies for
auditing the integrity of big data cloud storage. Most studies focus on designing customized audit schemes
for diversified application scenarios to pursue functional and security extensions such as dynamic data
auditing, dynamic user management, privacy preservation, and sensitive data protection. For example,
there is remote data auditing scheme with sensitive data hiding to satisfy sensitive data protection re-
quirements or a dynamic auditing scheme for dynamic users with dynamic data operations. (2) Several
studies demonstrated that efficiency improvement was achieved through lightweight scheme designs, batch
auditing, and proxy auditing. Certain lightweight solutions have been used in the field of smart grids and
medical systems [62, 63]. The future development of integrity audit technology in big data application
scenarios primarily includes two directions the following. (1) The analysis and design of current schemes
still have open problems such as the discovery and defense of attacks, the design of dynamic data integrity
audit schemes, privacy-preserving audit schemes, or audit schemes with special properties, and others.
(2) Another important research direction is to design customized big data integrity audit schemes for
specific application scenarios to satisfy the specific application or security requirements of multiple data
structures.

3 Flexible and fine-grained sharing of ciphertext-based data

Users store data on the cloud and share them with others as required, which reflects a basic service
provided by CSPs. The data sharing scheme based on access control technology is based on the condition
that the CSP is credible and has access control to all plaintext data. The data sharing problem in
an honest cloud storage system can be solved only by authentication and access control technologies.
However, CSPs are honest but curious. In other words, if the CSP wants to know the user’s private
information, the user’s privacy may be lost; therefore, the user’s sensitive data must be encrypted before
being uploaded. Obviously, ciphertext-based data in the cloud challenges modes of traditional access
control and sharing. Secure data sharing must both ensure that users use cloud storage services safely
and transparently, and they must flexibly share ciphertext-based data as per the wishes of the data owner.
Based on the application scenario, ciphertext-based data sharing can be divided into one-to-one and one-
to-many sharing models, and data owners can share data with one visitor or many on demand. Many
encryption algorithms, such as virtual private networks (VPNs) based on protocols, hybrid encryption,
identity-based encryption, PRE, GKA, BE, ABE, and FE, meet this demand.
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Figure 3 (Color online) One-to-one ciphertext-based data sharing.

3.1 One-to-one ciphertext-based data sharing

As shown in Figure 3, one-to-one ciphertext-based data sharing can be divided into direct and indirect
types, which are implemented using VPNs based on protocols, hybrid encryption, identity-based encryp-
tion, PRE, and others. Cryptographic protocols usually establish one-to-one secure encryption tunnels
via online interaction, and they directly share ciphertext and symmetric encryption keys through the
tunnel. This scenario is suitable for one-to-one online data sharing at a high security level. Because
each owner-visitor pair must generate a shared symmetric key and perform an encryption operation,
this scheme is more secure but less flexible. The primary development trend of cryptographic protocols
lies in the pursuit of tight security protocols and smaller computing and communication overhead [64].
Strictly, using cryptographic protocols to achieve data sharing differs from the ciphertext-based shar-
ing scenario in the cloud storage environment; thus, it will not be discussed here. Another traditional
ciphertext-based data sharing method (i.e., hybrid encryption) realizes the sharing of ciphertext-based
data by managing visitor rights of the symmetric key by key distribution schemes. Hybrid encryption
uses symmetric encryption to encrypt data and public-key encryption to encrypt the symmetric key. The
key distribution scheme is used to control the access authority of data by controlling the distribution of
the symmetric key. Recently, the proposed key distribution systems include group key distribution [65],
lightweight key management [66], and quantum key distribution schemes [67]. To facilitate key man-
agement, researchers often use identity-based encryption rather than public-key encryption to construct
sharing schemes [68, 69]. However, the method based on hybrid encryption or identity-based hybrid
encryption shares data by sharing the symmetric encryption key of the data owner. Therefore, the sym-
metric key and original ciphertext must be updated each time to ensure confidentiality. This causes an
increase in the number of symmetric keys and encryption operations as the number of visitors grows,
thus increasing storage and computing costs to data owners and CSPs.

PRE [70] is an encryption scheme in which a semi-honest proxy server can convert the cipher of a data
owner into a cipher that can be decrypted by a target visitor without obtaining any plaintext informa-
tion. Thus, the proxy server is entrusted by the delegator to convert the ciphertext into the authorized
party without decryption, in which the converted ciphertext can be decrypted by the authorized party’s
private key. This single-hop PRE realizes one-to-one data sharing based on ciphertext. Currently, most
PREs use single-hop re-encryptions; however, the multi-hop PRE scheme is more practical. There have
been multiple studies on PRE scheme designs and applications: certain studies were based on quantum-
resistant learning with errors (LWE); some were designed for the pursuit of forward security, collusion
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attack resistance, or chosen ciphertext attack (CCA) security; and some were applied in multi-hop or
multiuser scenarios. In particular, David et al. [71] studied and formalized the forward-secrecy prop-
erty of PRE. They proposed a forward secure PRE structure with provable security and instantiated a
forward secure PRE scheme. In addition to examining the forward security property for auditing the
behavior of malicious proxies participating in collusion attacks, Guo et al. [72] proposed the concept of
accountable proxy re-encryption (APRE) with a judgment algorithm that determines whether the proxy
is participating in a collusion attack. Finally, a noninteractive APRE scheme was instantiated with proof
of CPA security under the standard model, and a CCA security extension was provided. Moreover, IBE
and ABE have been added to realize decryption authority conversion based on the given identity or at-
tribute structure, which can be used to flexibly select re-encryption agents. Thus, the access authority of
visitors can be changed without decryption. To realize the ciphertext transformation from one identity to
another, Green et al. [73] first proposed identity-based PRE, which is noninteractive and allows multiple
re-encryptions. IB-BPRE [74] was proposed to solve the limitation of a large number of re-encryption
keys in a mass message scenario. This converts the ciphertext of the delegator into the ciphertext of
a group of delegates. In addition to broadcast PRE schemes, attribute-based PRE (ABPRE) [75] was
proposed to share ciphertext-based data in a mass-message scenario. The agent converts the ciphertext
under one access policy to ciphertext under another access policy. The flexibility of the proxy authorizer
was enhanced to adapt to additional application scenarios when performing the re-encryption process.
For example, Liu et al. [76] proposed a multi-conditional proxy broadcast re-encryption (MC-PBRE)
scheme for file sharing systems to control the conversion conditions of proxy re-encryption flexibly. Fang
et al. [77] presented a conditional proxy broadcast re-encryption approach with a fine-grained policy
(CPBRE-FG), the re-encryption key of which is generated by an access tree and the ciphertext by a
condition set. The proxy implements the ciphertext conversion, if and only if, the ciphertext condition
set satisfies the access tree. The important revocation of dynamic users may cause heavy computing
tasks for the data owner. Therefore, Ge et al. [78] proposed a revocable identity-based broadcast proxy
re-encryption (RIB-BPRE) scheme, with a proxy that can revoke a set of delegates designated by the del-
egator by invalidating their re-encryption keys. PRE successfully solves the limitation of ciphertext-based
data being shared via semi-trusted third parties, and it has been extensively used in social networks [79],
media subscriptions [80], and medical information systems [81]. However, the establishment, storage,
and management of re-encryption keys on the re-encryption proxy server may incur huge storage and
computational costs, thus creating efficiency considerations in the big data environment for massive data
and users.

3.2 One-to-many ciphertext-based data sharing

One-to-many ciphertext-based data sharing can be realized using a group key distribution scheme in
which multiple visitors share the same encryption key, or via ABE [82] or FE [83], as shown in Figure 4.

The former primarily includes GKA and BE. The GKA protocol provides that multiple users establish
the same group key in a public network, and group members can use the shared key for secure com-
munications. The existing Burmester-Desmedt protocol [84] requires only two rounds of interaction to
achieve group key establishment. However, it is increasingly difficult to realize the flexible joining and
withdrawal of group users, and the change of group members must call the protocol again to establish
a new group key. Although the dynamic GKA scheme [85, 86] solves the problem of dynamic group
membership, the restriction that the data owner must be in the same group with the data visitor can-
not be avoided. Thus, multiple GKAs are required for data sharing with visitors in different groups,
which results in plenty of communication costs. The asymmetric GKA (AGKA) [87, 88] protocol en-
ables multiple users to obtain a shared group encryption key through negotiation, and each user has a
decryption key to use in establishing a process requiring only one round of interaction. The advantages
of offline key establishment, forward security, and white-box tracking of malicious users can be realized.
Attribute-based AGKA protocols [89] and identity-based AGKA [90,91] have been examined to improve
the flexibility and reduce key management overhead. BE enables data owners to safely send data to
multiple visitors on public channels, which requires a trusted third party to generate public parameters
and a private key for each user. The sender can encrypt and generate a ciphertext that is only decrypted
by a prespecified combination of visitors. After BE is proposed, research hotspots may include improving
the scheme efficiency, adaptive security, and provable secure, and there were rich research results [92–94].
Unfortunately, researchers have discovered that in BE schemes, particularly in identity-based ones, the
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Figure 4 (Color online) One-to-many ciphertext-based data sharing.

identity information of any authorized person can often be learned by any other authorized person in
the ciphertext. Hence, the privacy of data visitors is at risk; therefore, anonymous BE [95] was proposed
to solve this limitation to protect the privacy of data receivers. CCA secure and complete anonymity
efficient BE schemes were then proposed using the random-oracle model [96]. To explore new anony-
mous BE schemes, Boneh et al. [97] reported the possibility of solving the anonymity problem of the BE
scheme using multilinear mapping and indistinguishability obfuscation. Subsequent research has focused
on anonymous and IND-CCA-secure BEs under the adaptive security model such as BEs with weak
robustness [98], privacy-preserving fully anonymous attribute-based BEs (ABBEs) with a constant-size
secret key [99], adaptively secure BEs in standard model [100], and identity-based BEs (IBBEs) with
shorter decryption keys [101]. Although GKA and BE schemes can meet the requirements of data owners
who require to safely share data with multiple data visitors, the existence of massive users in the big
data scenario increasingly demands flexibility and autonomy of the data owner’s sharing authorization,
security, and efficiency while supporting the rapid management and revocation of visitor permissions.
Generally, GKA and BE must be called for each sharing opportunity, and the joining and revoking of
group users and the establishment and maintenance of broadcast keys mostly require online computations
of users without using cloud computing resources. Consequently, the expense of online communication is
relatively high, and algorithm flexibility is low. Furthermore, these are essentially plaintext-based data
sharing solutions, which differ from the ciphertext-based data sharing scenario in the big data cloud
storage environment.

As a typical FE scheme [83], ABE [82], which essentially binds the decryption authority in the en-
cryption key or ciphertext, provides another feasible way to realize one-to-many ciphertext-based data
sharing. In ABE schemes, the data owner’s ciphertext or encryption key depends on the correspond-
ing attribute set; thus, the ciphertext can be correctly decrypted only when the user’s attributes meet
the attribute structure of the ciphertext or encryption key, which corresponds to ciphertext-policy (CP)
ABE [102] and the key-policy (KP) ABE [103]. Recently, Cao [104] proposed the “channel security +
X” model, where X includes security attributes (e.g., traceable, revocable, and multi-institutional). This
indeed realizes fine-grained ciphertext access control.

In terms of traceable ABE, Liu et al. [105] provided the first CP-ABE that supported both high
expressiveness and white-box traceability. This type of traceability informs us who the malicious users
are and who leaked the keys. This scheme achieves adaptive security under the standard model, thus
allowing an arbitrary monotonic access strategy, and the size of the ciphertext has a linear relationship
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with the size of the ciphertext access strategy. However, the solution must maintain a list of recorded
users to achieve white-box traceability. When the number of users gradually increases, the maintenance
of the user list will become a bottleneck in the actual application. Liu et al. [106] proposed the first
ciphertext-policy ABE that supported both high expressiveness and anti-collusion black-box traceability.
As a black-box traceable ABE resistant to collusion attacks, the ciphertext size of the scheme reached
the best level, which has only a sublinear relationship with the total number of users. Subsequently, Ning
et al. [107] provided an efficient black-box traceable ciphertext-policy ABE with shorter ciphertext, anti-
collusion, anti-adaptability key, and a fixed-strategy decryption black box. There were two limitations in
the existing traceable multi-authority CP-ABE schemes, namely, a small universe and less expressiveness.
The former restricts the attribute fixed time at system setup and attribute space to a polynomial size.
The latter presents a contradiction between the expressiveness of access policy and the efficiency of the
scheme. In response to the abovementioned limitations, Zhang et al. [108] proposed an efficient traceable
large universe multi-authority CP-ABE scheme, in which policies can be expressed as any monotone
access structures, and the tracing process does not require a central authority (CA) or an identity table.

In terms of revocable ABE, Liang et al. [109] proposed the first multipurpose one-way attribute-based
PRE scheme in 2009. Based on the authorization, the complete key revocation from one access control
strategy to another was effectively realized. Subsequently, Qian et al. [110] proposed a revocable ABE
scheme without authorization, which aroused the interest of Sahai et al. [111] who then proposed another
revocable ABE scheme based on a binary tree. Their scheme set each user to be related to the leaf node
of a binary tree, thus making the number of key updates logarithmically related to the number of users
and adding the nature of “ciphertext proxy” to achieve efficient key revocation. To solve the key escrow
problem, Yang et al. [112] proposed two efficient multi-authority access control schemes that support
attribute revocation for cloud storage and provided a security proof under the random oracle model. Li
et al. [113] solved the user revocation problem by updating the user key and used outsourcing calculation
to reduce the local calculation complexity. To address the primary efficiency drawbacks that ABE lacks
an efficient and practical user revocation mechanisms, the binary tree method was deprecated because of
its periodical inefficient decryption key update, and the first cloud server-aided revocable ABE (SR-ABE)
scheme was presented [114] in which almost all workloads of users incurred by the user revocation were
outsourced to an untrusted server; moreover, each user only required to store a private key of the constant
size. However, it suffered from local decryption key exposure (DKE) attacks, and the CSP in its security
model could not be fully compromised by an adversary. Thus, the security model was enhanced, and
a dual framework for server-aided revocable ABE was proposed [115] without impacting the efficiency
in which the update keys were distributed to local users. Furthermore, a generic construction of SR-
ABE [116] that can transform a revocable ABE (RABE) scheme to an SR-ABE scheme was obtained,
and the operational overheads of users could be outsourced to an untrusted server, thus greatly reducing
the users’ storage and computation cost.

In terms of multi-institution ABE, Chase [117] proposed a scheme for multi-authority organizations
(MA-ABE), which allows any number of independent authorities to manage attributes and distribute
keys. However, the trusted CA in their scheme still decrypted all ciphertexts. To avoid relying on a
fully trusted CA, many MA-ABEs [118–120] were studied and designed in which multiple authorities are
introduced, and each authority is responsible for issuing a piece of a user’s secret key associated with a
category or domain of attributes. To address the expressiveness and CA problems with the existing MA-
ABE schemes, Okamoto et al. [121] proposed the first decentralized multi-authority ABE (DMA-ABE)
scheme with fully decentralized processes for general relations, which supported non-monotone access
structures combined with inner-product relations. Apart from the setting of a parameter for a prime
order bilinear group and a hash function, no CA exists and no global coordination is required. Moreover,
they presented the first decentralized multi-authority attribute-based signature (DMA-ABS) scheme for
the abovementioned general relations, and its fully secure, adaptive-predicate unforgeable, and perfectly
private method was proven in a decentralized multi-authority (DMA) security model.

In terms of practicability and application, researchers proposed a fine-grained anonymous CP-ABE
scheme [122], a searchable CP-ABE scheme [123], an attribute-based PRE [124], an ABE for circuits [125],
and others. ABE can be used for efficient and secure data sharing and access control in different types
of cloud scenes, such as multilevel hierarchical ABE for file sharing [126], attribute-based framework in
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [127, 128], and privacy-preserving white-box traceable MAABEs
with revocation for personal health records (PHRs) in e-healthcare cloud [129, 130].

FE is a generalized extension of (anonymous) identity-based encryption, ABE, hidden-vector encryp-
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tion [131], inner product encryption [132, 133], and predicate encryption (PE) [134, 135]. In terms of
the FE scheme of function F (·, ·), the CA generates a private key for the user as per a master private
key. After receiving the encrypted ciphertext of data x, the user having the private key, skk, can only
obtain F (k, x), but they cannot calculate any information about data x. Regarding the FE applied to
access control, decryption keys are associated with functions, and the FE contains three entities: a key
generation center, an encryptor, and a decryptor. F (X,Y ) → {0, 1} is a binary Boolean function defined
on (X,Y ), where X is the ciphertext index space and Y is the key index space. A pair of public and
private keys, MPK and MSK, is generated when the system is established, and the encryptor encrypts
the message M , based on MPK and index X . The important generation center generates the decryptor’s
private key as per MSK and index Y of the data visitor. Only when F (X,Y ) = 1 will the decryptor
successfully operate. Identity-based encryption is a special case of FE in which the ciphertext index X

is the user identity and the key index Y is the user identity. When X = Y , F (X,Y ) = 1, and thus
decryption is successful. Similarly, ABE is another special case of FE, in which the ciphertext index
X is an access structure (i.e., a collection of n-variable Boolean functions) and the key index Y is a
user attribute (i.e., a collection of n-bit strings). When the user’s attribute meets the access structure
required by the encryptor, F (X,Y ) = 1, and the decryption is successful. To reduce the computational
overhead of verifiability testing for CCA-security predicate encryption, Nandi et al. [136] proposed a
delegation-based conversion from the ABE algorithm to PE algorithm, which is suitable for subclasses
such as (hierarchical) inner-product PE. To resolve both privacy and usability requirements in multiple
application scenarios, Naveed et al. [137] proposed controlled functional encryption (C-FE), which inher-
its the function of FE and requires the user to send a fresh key request to the authority every time the
ciphertext function value is requested. Efficient instantiation is provided by combining the CCA2 secure
public-key encryption and garbled circuit. Subsequently, Ambrona et al. [138] reported that Naveed’s
work supports only one instantiation for linear functions over data supplied by a single data owner.
Therefore, they extended the C-FE scheme to a multi-authority C-FE (mCFE) that assigns the trust,
or role of authority, to multiple parties and can calculate the quadratic function of multiuser data. In
addition to the indistinguishability obfuscation (IO)-based and LWE-based FE schemes under the stan-
dard model, Bitansky et al. [139] confirmed that, in the presence of subexponentially secure public-key
encryption, subexponentially secure secret-key functional encryption can be used to develop IO schemes.
That is, secret-key functional encryption can become a bridge for developing IO schemes from encryption
schemes. Compared with the work of Lin [140], the dependence on the difficult problem is weakened from
the LWE assumption to any plain public-key encryption. Also interested in Lin’s work, Cho et al. [141]
conducted a security analysis of Lin’s FE based on noisy multilinear maps that calculate polynomials of
any degree. They reported an FE polynomial-time attack on each noisy multilinear map.

Summary and prospect. In view of the demand for privacy protection and data utilization of
massive numbers of users, data owners must have sufficient autonomy and flexibility for ciphertext-
based data in the cloud. Indeed, there are multiple cryptographic solutions for the fine-grained sharing
of ciphertext-based data in different application scenarios. Therefore, mastering the functions, char-
acteristics, and application scopes of various solutions is important to realizing big data sharing using
cryptography technology. The following can be concluded from the overview of the research on big data
sharing. (1) In scenarios where the frequency of data sharing is not high and the scope is not large, the
security requirements are high, and cryptographic protocols and PREs provide safe and effective solu-
tions. Unfortunately, the interaction cost of key agreement and the management cost of re-encryption
keys have become unbearable as the scale of data sharing increased such that it is unsuitable for big data
flexible sharing of massive users. (2) GKA and BE schemes can meet the requirements of data owners
who require to safely share data with multiple data visitors. Note that both GKA and BE must be called
for each sharing opportunity, and the joining and revocation of group users and the establishment and
maintenance of broadcast keys mostly require online computations of users without using cloud comput-
ing resources. Furthermore, they are essentially plaintext-based data sharing solutions. Hence, each time
data is shared, the ciphertext-based data require to be downloaded from the cloud and decrypted, and
the plaintext is encrypted again by a GKA session key or a BE key before sharing and transmission.
Consequently, the expense of online communications is relatively high and algorithm flexibility is low.
(3) ABE is a one-to-many secure and efficient data sharing cryptography solution without interaction.
Regardless of efficiency and deployment, the diverse variants of ABE and combination of ABE and PRE
may be more consistent with the practical requirements of various applications. As a general extension
of ABE, FE retains more flexibility and applicability compared with ABE in big data scenarios. In
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particular, FE uses predicates to control the decryption authority of the ciphertext to break through
the limitation of ciphertext only being decrypted by fixed predefined users. At present, many efficient
and flexible ABE and FE schemes to achieve access control have been proposed for different scenarios
and security models; there are many practical studies on application scenarios (e.g., medical and vehic-
ular). The future development of data sharing primarily includes two directions. (1) However, there
remain open problems such as attribute update and management, key escrow, attribute hiding, flexible
expressions of attribute strategy, and reductions of communication costs between multiple authorities.
(2) FE can use predicates to control the decryption result, aiming to break through the limitation under
which ciphertext can only be decrypted to plaintext. Thus, when the predicates are applied to access
control, only data visitors meeting specific hidden access control conditions can decrypt messages. If
the predicate of the FE is applied to the decrypted content, the visitor can only yield the function value
f(m) when decrypting ciphertext Enc{m} using a secret key associated with a function f and get nothing
more about m. This may bring additional flexibility and versatility to FE schemes. With research going
on and open problems being solved, FE will have a wide range of application prospects for fine-grained
ciphertext-based data sharing in the future. (3) As per the functional and security requirements of big
data applications, customized solutions based on existing theories and technologies for ciphertext sharing
are becoming a critical direction for further research.

4 Ciphertext-based data computing

In the future, most of the data will be stored in ciphertext on the cloud. To achieve a better balance
between privacy protection and data mining, research on ciphertext-based data manipulation, including
searching, querying, statistics, computing, and training, is an important direction for cryptography in
the big data security domain. Encrypted data searches and query technologies can be divided into
two types: attribute-preserving encryption and SEs. Attribute-preserving encryption enables ciphertext-
based data querying by preserving certain attributes of plaintext in ciphertext, and SE realizes ciphertext-
based data querying by establishing a search trapdoor. Ciphertext-based data computing, which is
based on the homomorphic encryption algorithm, completes the calculation, analysis, and training of
ciphertext in various application scenarios. Based on the number of participants, it can be divided into a
single- and multiuser ciphertext-based data computing scenario. Corresponding cryptographic technology
includes (fully) homomorphic encryption and secure MPC protocol. Ciphertext-based data computing
between multiple users performs calculations between ciphertexts encrypted with different keys, which
is mainly solved by secure MPC protocols. There are various secure MPC protocols based on threshold
homomorphic encryption, multi-key homomorphic encryption, and combinations of garbled-circuit (GC)
and oblivious-transfer (OT) methods. Additionally, code- and interaction-based schemes can be used to
solve dedicated secure MPC problems (e.g., scientific, geometric, set intersection, and ciphertext machine
learning). With the cross-combination of access control algorithms, such as identity-based encryption,
ABE, or threshold encryption, ciphertext-based data computing can also flexibly manage the sharing
permissions of calculation results. That is, the ciphertext-based problems of “what to compute” and “to
whom the results can be shared” are solved concurrently. The continuous maturity of (fully) homomorphic
encryption algorithms and secure MPC technologies has promoted innovation in real-life scenarios, such
as those of medical data privacy computing, node computing for the internet of vehicles, and image-
privacy processing. This section provides an overview of the technologies that can be used for ciphertext-
based data searching and computing, including attribute-preserving encryption, SE, (fully) homomorphic
encryption, and secure MPC protocols.

4.1 Ciphertext-based data searching

The data owner encrypts the data prior to uploading them to the cloud, making them unreadable while
in the cloud. This creates challenges to cloud data retrieval, which begs the question of how ciphertext-
based data searching can be achieved in the cloud. Instinctively, taking file retrieval as an example,
users must download an encrypted file from the cloud server, decrypt it into plaintext, and then retrieve
the data. However, data files in a big data environment are often relatively large, and the downloading
and decryption incur great communication and computational costs. Ciphertext-based data searching
aims to borrow cloud storage and computing resources to directly query and search the stored encrypted
data while mitigating calculation and communication costs. Users rely on cryptographic trapdoors to
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search for keywords or partial documents, in which the whole process must not expose any information
about the target documents or trapdoors. Obviously, ciphertext-based data searching has a wide range of
application prospects, such as the search for personal private data, confidential commercial documents,
or sensitive medical data.

The main techniques used for ciphertext-based data searching include attribute-preserving encryption
and SE. Attribute-preserving encryption provides that the ciphertext retains some attributes of plaintext,
such as equivalence, sequence, and data format. This typically contains deterministic encryption (DE) and
order-preserving encryption (OPE). On the one hand, DE ensures that the ciphertexts are the same when
the same plaintexts are encrypted and that the plaintext search can be realized through the ciphertext
equality search. OPE, on the other hand, ensures that the ciphertext retains the value order of the
plaintext after encryption and the user can directly search the sorted ciphertext according to the order of
the plaintext. Searchable encryption supports keyword searches on ciphertext, including public-key SE
and symmetric SE. Users can directly search ciphertext data of SE under the condition of knowing the
search trapdoor of keywords.

In 2004, Agrawal et al. [142] first proposed the idea of OPE but failed to provide a specific algorithm.
In 2009, Boldyreva et al. [143] provided a formal definition of an IND-order-chosen plaintext attack (IND-
OCPA) for the ideal security of OPE, but the scheme they provided did not satisfy ideal security. To
satisfy the ideal security of IND-OCPA, Popa et al. [144] proposed a mutable OPE (mOPE) in 2013,
but the encryption process required online interactions between the user and the cloud. Kerschbaum
et al. [145] optimized the communication costs of Popa’s scheme and proposed frequency-hiding OPE
via randomization that achieved better security than IND-OCPA. Boneh et al. [146] proposed a nonin-
teractive, IND-OCPA-secure, orderly visible OPE scheme based on multilinear mapping. Because of its
computational efficiency, OPE has been put into practical applications, such as in encrypted database
systems CryptDB and Cipherbase. To further improve the efficiency of the algorithm to better serve
big data searching, based on computational hardness primitives, two novel but simple randomized OPE
schemes [147] are proposed for the first time. Computational hardness primitives were general approx-
imate common divisor problems (GACDPs) and decisional polynomial approximate common divisor
problems (DPolyACDPs), respectively, and schemes have near optimal information leakage. Because of
the reservation of the plaintext value order, which is an inherent problem, OPE will inevitably suffer from
inference attacks [148], resulting in the adversary revealing some relevant information of the plaintext
from the reserved value sequences of the ciphertext.

The first SE scheme [149] was proposed in 2000, and it spread relatively rapidly. According to the
number of data owners and visitors in application scenarios, SE can be divided into four types: single-write
single-read (S/S), multiple-write single-read (M/S), single-write multiple-read (S/M), and multiple-write
multiple-read (M/M). The S/S SE scheme provides that the data owner is also the data visitor and
searches for encrypted data stored in the cloud. The first SE scheme proposed by Song et al. [149] was an
S/S type. The solution was based on the DE of keywords blinded by XOR pseudorandom numbers. The
M/S-type SE provides that multiple data owners use the public key of the unique data visitor to encrypt
data and keywords before uploading data. Only the data visitor uses a private key to generate search
trapdoors to query ciphertext-based data. The first solution was public-key encryption with keyword
search (PEKS), proposed by Boneh et al. [150] in 2004. It soon became a pronoun of the M/S-type
SE because of its versatility. Abdalla et al. [151] subsequently used identity-based encryption instead
of public-key encryption and proposed an identity-based PEKS scheme. Subsequent relevant research
of single-read SE focused on targeted functionality extensions to satisfy the demand of practice. Xia et
al. [152] proposed a multi-keyword sorting search scheme for the dynamic ciphertext on the cloud, which
applies a special tree-based structure and a greedy depth-first search algorithm for the linear complexity
searches and data deletions or insertions on the cloud. In response to similar requirements, Mohd et
al. [153] proposed a direct search method over sentences using the conjunctive search function without any
index. Based on a disjunctive search function, an SE scheme with multiple search queries that supports
disjunctive search is also provided. The above multi-keyword exact matching or single-keyword fuzzy
search algorithms are far less practical than multi-keyword fuzzy search on ciphertext-based data. For
this reason, based on the first multi-keyword fuzzy search encryption of Wang et al. [154], Fu et al. [155]
designed a new method of keyword transformation based on the uni-gram model, which simultaneously
improves and enables the handling of other spelling mistakes. In addition to the multi-keyword fuzzy
search, the substring of the secret data must be searched for and located in, for example, a DNA bank
scenario. Based on the position heap tree-data structure, Strizhov et al. [156] proposed a tree-based
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substring position searchable symmetric encryption (SSP-SSE) with ideal encryption and search efficiency.
They also provided a multiuser extended setting, which supports arbitrary groups of users searching the
encrypted data on the cloud. Although SE provides privacy protection for searchers, Gajek [157] proposed
a constrained functional encryption (CFE)-based dynamic searchable symmetric encryption without any
keyword information leakage. Targeting how to check the accuracy of search results, Jiang et al. [158]
constructed a special data structure, QSet, based on an inverted index structure. Based on the QSet,
a verifiable multi-keyword ranked search scheme is proposed. Unlike Jiang’s method, Liu et al. [159]
realized the verifiability of search results by designing aggregate key-based verifiable SE.

For multi-read scenarios, the M/M-type SE is the most suitable for real-life applications, in which
any data owner can upload data and open search authorization for all users, and any user can obtain
authorization from all data owners to search ciphertext-based data on the cloud. Therefore, research on
the M/M-type SE (MMSE) is often combined with access control technologies such as ABE to jointly
realize multiuser fine-grained searchable ciphertext-based data sharing, and research results are relatively
rich. Zhao et al. [160] proposed an MMSE scheme based on ABE and ABS, optimized the search range
of the scheme, and reduced the risk of information leakage. Sun et al. [161] combined proxy and lazy
re-encryption to design an attribute-based MMSE scheme, which outsourced the user-withdrawal process
to a semi-trusted cloud server. Liang et al. [123] provided flexible keyword update services for attribute-
based MMSE based on attribute-based PRE. However, due to doubts about the credibility of the third
party, some researchers tried to design MMSE solutions without one. One solution used a unique key [162]
for each document, and the data owner set the search permission ahead of uploading and added the per-
mission information at the end of the document. This solution was required to determine and solidify
the search permissions before uploading, which affected the flexibility of searching and sharing. Another
scheme [163] was based on the keyword authorization binary tree (KAB tree) with a fixed number of
keywords, which limited the scalability of the scheme. Subsequently, to enhance the ability to resist an
offline keyword guessing attack caused by the polynomial-size keyword space, a hidden policy ciphertext-
policy attribute-based encryption with keyword search (HP-CPABKS) [164] was proposed. They also
provided strict complementary proof of the indistinguishability of keywords and access structures under
a rigorous selective security analysis. Conversely, Mamta et al. [165] designed a KP-ABSE based on key-
policy ABE that efficiently supports dynamic users and specifies different access keywords for different
data users for the same data. Based on the above work, Hayata et al. [166] discussed the relationship
between the ABE and the PEKS constructions and developed a generic anonymous key-policy ABE
construction from PEKS, the search condition of which is specified by logical disjunctions and logical
conjunctions. Concerning dynamic ciphertext-based data retrieval, Bost [167] found a privacy leakage
problem caused by information on update keywords of dynamic data being leaked. Thus, forward private
searchable symmetric encryption (fs-SSE) based on trapdoor permutations was proposed in response to
this problem. However, Bost’s fs-SSE does not support data deletion, and Kim et al. [168] proposed a
forward-secure dynamic data searchable symmetric encryption based on their new data structure dual
dictionary. Presently, no solution includes all capabilities, such as sublinear search time, security of data
and trapdoor hiding, concise indexes, and efficient authorization. For this purpose, Deng et al. [169] pro-
posed a multiuser searchable encryption (MSE) scheme based on asymmetric bilinear Type-3 map groups
and keyword authorization binary tree (KAB tree), which are asserted to satisfy the above properties
simultaneously.

4.2 Single-user (single-key) ciphertext-based data computing: (fully) homomorphic en-
cryption

Homomorphic encryption originated from the privacy homomorphism, which allowed certain operations
to be performed on ciphertexts to increase the flexibility of encryption algorithms. Early research on ho-
momorphic encryption mainly focused on partial homomorphic encryption, which only supports a single
homomorphic operation, such as addition or multiplication. For example, Paillier only supports homo-
morphic addition operations, and ElGamal and RSA only support homomorphic multiplication opera-
tions. Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) supports unlimited addition and multiplication calculations,
including integer-based FHE schemes and lattice-based FHE schemes. Although FHE can support an in-
finite number of multi-operator homomorphic calculations, low efficiency and ciphertext noise expansion
are still major obstacles to its application in large-scale data computing scenarios. This has received sig-
nificant attention from researchers in recent years. The RSA, ElGamal, and Paillier encryption schemes
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cannot resist the threats of quantum computing, while lattice-based FHE resists quantum attacks and
supports homomorphic operations; therefore, it is very popular in this research field.

In 2009, Gentry [170] constructed the first FHE scheme based on an ideal lattice at the Annual ACM
Symposium on Theory of Computing. In 2010, the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) launched the “Programming Computing on Encrypted Data” project, which examined the
mathematical foundation of FHE, algorithm optimization, and programming languages of ciphertext
homomorphic calculations, aiming to develop practical ciphertext-based computing methods. From the
various difficult assumptions of fully homomorphic construction, there remain difficult problems in the
lattice and the approximate greatest-common-divisor problem on the integer. The lattice-based FHE can
be divided into the Gentry scheme FHE construction based on the ideal lattice, the FHE based on LWE
assumption, and the NTRU-based FHE structure with key-switching.

FHE research based on difficult problems on the lattice can be roughly divided into three generations.
The first generation of lattice-based FHE is represented by Gentry’s construction, which is based on the
difficult assumptions of the bounded distance problem (BDDP) and sparse-subset sun problem (SSSP) on
the ideal lattice. The scheme first constructed a somewhat homomorphic encryption (SWHE) scheme that
satisfied a limited number of addition and multiplication calculations using the bootstrapping program
to achieve noise reduction to avoid noise expansion to the threshold and to decryption errors. Thus, it
realized the unlimited time of ciphertext-based homomorphic calculation operations. Gentry’s scheme
could only satisfy CPA security and could not resist CCA. The researchers followed up on the efficiency,
key size, and bootstrapping improvements. In 2010, Smart and Vercauteren [171] used simple instruction
multiple data (SIMD) technology to expand the single-bit FHE to a multi-bit FHE scheme on public-
key cryptography, realizing the parallel processing of multiple bits. However, the security of the SSSP
assumption still requires further study, and the efficiency of bootstrapping programs is low. In 2011,
Brakerski et al. [172] proposed the Brakerski-Vaikuntanathan (BV) scheme based on the LWE assumption.
Hence, research on a second-generation FHE based on the (ring) LWE assumption began. The BV scheme
uses multiple linearizations to construct the SWHE scheme based on LWE and proposes a dimension-
modules reduction to replace Gentry’s squashing technology of bootstrapping. In 2012, Brakerski et
al. [173] constructed the Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan (BGV) scheme under both ring-LWE and
LWE assumptions and obtained leveled homomorphic encryption (LHE). Research on a second-generation
FHE has mainly focused on noise control and efficiency improvement [174]. In 2013, Gentry et al. [175]
used the approximate characteristic vector method to construct the Gentry-Sahai-Waters (GSW) scheme
and realized simple and efficient homomorphic calculations through matrix addition and multiplication.
Later, Alperin-Sheriff and Perkert [176] proposed an improved efficient bootstrapping program for GSW
based on the gadget matrix. Subsequent studies were mostly based on the LWE assumption or its variant,
aiming to optimize the efficiency, getting rid of the Gaussian noise sampling process, and handling false
data injection or leakage attacks [177–179]. Generally, lattice-based FHE research has endured three
generations to become resistant to quantum attacks. The first-generation FHE used a re-encryption
algorithm, and the second-generation FHE used key- and module-switching to reduce the size and noise of
the ciphertext. Third-generation FHE constructed LHE based on approximate feature vectors. However,
it has not been able to eliminate the dependence on the bootstrapping program to realize unlimited
homomorphic calculations.

In 2010, Dijk et al. [180] constructed the homomorphic encryption scheme Dijk-Gentry-Halevi-Vaikunt-
anathan (DGHV) based on the approximate greatest common divisor problem on integers. It was then
converted into a fully homomorphic scheme using the bootstrapping program. In 2013, Cheon et al. [181]
proposed a multi-bit DGHV scheme based on SIMD technology and the Chinese remainder theorem, which
was slightly better than the original DGHV in terms of plaintext space size, ciphertext size, and efficiency.
In 2015, Cheon et al. [182] constructed a fully homomorphic scheme based on the improved approximate
greatest common divisor problem to further reduce the size of the ciphertext. In 2017, Benarroch et
al. [183] proposed an integer FHE based on approximate characteristic vectors with approximate greatest
common divisors and circular security, which could be resistant to quantum-computing risks and could
be expanded from a single bit to multiple bits without requiring the assumption of noise free. Subsequent
integer-based schemes [184, 185] mainly focused on public-key size reduction, ciphertext noise control,
and ciphertext size reduction in single-bit encryption schemes.

Low computational efficiency is the biggest obstacle to the practical application of FHE in big data
scenarios. However, most current schemes are single-bit FHE schemes, which require multiple bit ex-
tensions via iteration or splicing. Whether the SIMD technology is used in the first generation of FHE,
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or ciphertext packaging and optimized bootstrapping programs are used in the second and third gener-
ations of FHE [186], efficiency problems arise, including excessively large ciphertexts and key sizes, fast
noise growth, long running times, and small plain-ciphertext ratios. On the other hand, although the
design of FHE schemes has undergone three generations, it has never eliminated its dependence on the
bootstrapping program. Because the major approach to converting SWHE into FHE supports an un-
limited number of calculations, the bootstrapping program greatly affects FHE computational efficiency.
The main way to solve this problem is to build a new noise reduction technology to replace the boot-
strapping technology, propose a more efficient bootstrap technology, or design a noiseless FHE scheme.
Additionally, with ciphertext-based computing, especially multiplicative homomorphic calculations, both
ciphertext and noise will grow at a certain large scale, and the control and reduction of noise will remain a
limitation of FHE efficiency. Apart from efficiency, there are still open problems to be resolved in terms of
security assumptions, security analysis, and practical applications. With regard to security assumptions,
Doröz et al. [187] identified new difficult assumptions based on finite field isomorphisms (FFIs) on public-
key cryptography in 2018 and constructed a new SWHE scheme based on the decision-FFI problem, in
which the noise performance was analyzed, and the FHE scheme was further constructed through the
bootstrapping program. Regarding security proofing and analysis, most FHE schemes were cleared of
security under the CPA model, and it was impossible to achieve adaptive CCA (CCA2) security because
of the homomorphic nature of FHE. Therefore, the FHE scheme that satisfied the non-adaptive chosen-
ciphertext attack (CCA1) security [188] became the major research direction, which included schemes
resistant to side-channel and key-recovery attacks [189]. Regarding practical applications, in 2018, Halevi
and Shoup [190] improved the efficiency of the FHE software library, HElib3), increasing speeds 30–75
times via fast linear transformation. To further solve the problem of huge FHE computational and com-
munication overhead, Zhou et al. [191] first proposed an efficient, fully homomorphic data encapsulation
technology based on an arbitrary one-way trapdoor permutation.

As a basic encryption algorithm for ciphertext-based computing, many variants of FHE with special
properties have been proposed, which are used in the construction of protocols (e.g., secure MPC). The
threshold FHE [192, 193] combines threshold cryptography and homomorphic encryption to control the
sharing of homomorphic calculation results. Multi-key fully homomorphic encryption (MFHE) [194] can
realize the homomorphic operation of the ciphertext encrypted by different keys. However, the under-
lying MFHE schemes in previous studies still involve the common value, CRS, which seems to weaken
the power of using MFHE to allow users to independently generate their own keys. MFHE schemes
without CRS [195] and secure MPC protocol against semi-malicious security were proposed under the
multi-key-CPA security model. In response to the subfield attacks and rapid growth of error in key-
switching techniques of [194], modified NTRU-type MFHEs without key-switching [196] were provided,
which decreased the magnitude of the error exponentially and minimized the dimension of ciphertexts.
Additionally, FHE can be combined with other cryptographic primitives to extend its functionality,
such as identity-based FHE [197, 198] and attribute-based FHE [199]. It is noteworthy that the recent
bilinear-map-based iO schemes [200,201] are conjectured to be secure; their security also relies on certain
pseudorandom objects with novel security properties; other iO schemes must be redesigned for new com-
putational problems [202]. To address such problems, Brakerski et al. [203] proposed a new cryptographic
primitive, split FHE, which is a universal and concise heuristic-construction iO scheme.

4.3 Multiuser ciphertext-based data computing: secure MPC

Secure MPC provides that the participants use their own private input to complete the calculation of a
certain function via cooperation or alternatively with the help of semi-trusted third parties, and no private
information other than the result can be disclosed during the calculation process. In the ciphertext-
based cloud storage and computing environment, secure MPC is an important tool for ensuring that
multiple parties share collaborative computing results without revealing sensitive data. For example,
Yao’s millionaires’ problem is used to only disclose the comparison result of two wealth values without
revealing them.

The classical millionaires’ problem was first raised by Yao [204] in 1982. Goldreich [205] provided
the security definition of the secure MPC and proposed a protocol that could compute arbitrary func-
tions, preliminarily establishing a theoretical framework for secure MPC. Subsequently, there were many

3) HElib: an implementation of homomorphic encryption. 2018. https://github.com/noelniles/HElib.
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theoretical results (e.g., security models, general and specific schemes, basic tools, and computing sys-
tems) for secure MPC. At present, open problems to be solved mainly focus on security model definition,
security proofing, fairness of the secure MPC protocol, efficiency improvement, and computing-system
development. Application problems have also expanded from the millionaires’ problem to privacy-set
calculations, ranking and sorting calculations, max- and min-value calculations, statistical calculations,
geometric calculations, etc. The application area has extended to electronic voting, auctions, data statis-
tics, and confidential payment inquiries. Obviously, secure MPC has important theoretical significance
and application value.

This subsection first reviews research on the basic tools of secure MPC, including the oblivious transfer
and the garbled circuit. Second, summarized research on the general construction of secure MPC based
on Yao’s protocol and FHE is presented, which supports all the calculation problems. Finally, from
the perspective of practical applications, the development status of solutions to problems of dedicated
secure MPC supporting using one type of calculation are elaborated, including the millionaire problem,
privacy-set computing, comparative ranking, and dedicated secure MPC systems.

4.3.1 Basic tools for secure MPC

The basic tools of secure MPC include OT, (fully) homomorphic encryption, GC, bit commitment. The
most classic and commonly used are OT and GC.

The OT was first proposed by Rabin [206]. During OT, a sender S has only one secret message m,
and the receiver R is to receive the message with a probability of 1/2. S does not know whether R

has obtained the message. Subsequently, a one-out-of-two OT protocol, OT1
2, was proposed, in which

S has two secret messages, m1 and m2, and S wants R to choose one of them randomly. However, S
does not know which message R has been chosen. Further, more efficient and concise fully simulatable
one-out-of-two OT schemes have been designed [207], and they have been widely applied to the con-
struction of blind signatures, fair and secure electronic auction schemes, electronic voting schemes, and
secure MPC schemes. Naturally, by calling the OT1

2 protocol n times, the one-out-of-n OT protocol OT1
n

was proposed. Afterward, a UC-secure OT1
n protocol based on dual-mode [208] was proposed. After

the k-out-of-n transfer protocol OTk
n was proposed, through repeated calls of OT1

2 and OT1
n, Guo et

al. [209] constructed an OTk
n protocol based on subset-membership encryption and a smooth projection

hash function under the semi-honest and malicious adversary models. Initial OT protocols were based
on the decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem, homomorphic encryptions, or smooth projection hash
functions, and they were constructed under weak security models, such as privacy-only or one-sided sim-
ulations. Then, based on cut-and-choose technologies or smooth projection hash functions, OT protocols
under a completely simulated malicious adversary model [210,211] were proposed. Efficiency research was
mainly concentrated on round-number reduction, computational-cost reduction, OT expansion [212,213],
and lightweight construction of the OT protocols [214] based on q-power DDH (q-PDDH) and decisional
bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumptions. In terms of application, as a basic tool for secure MPC,
the OT protocol can independently protect the privacy of computing input data and directly play an
important role in the construction of auction and voting schemes. On the other hand, it can be used as
a basic tool to construct secure MPC protocols to realize ciphertext-based cloud computing services.

The GC is a circuit protection method first proposed by Yao [215] in 1986 to solve the problem of
secure two-party calculation. The calculation was converted into a combination of Boolean circuits,
encrypting each gate and disrupting the circuit order. The constructor sends the GC and its computing
input to another participant. The receiver selects his input to complete the calculation using OT, and
the constructor decrypts the calculated GC to obtain the calculation result. Later, GC was formalized,
and its foundation and security definitions of privacy, forgetfulness, reliability were provided [216]. In
2016, Hemenway et al. [217] proposed an adaptively secure GC scheme that was not reusable. Based
on this scheme, Jafargholi et al. [218] proposed an indistinguishable adaptively secure GC in 2017. In
terms of efficiency, Zahur et al. [219] proposed the half gate, which could reduce the number of ciphertext
transmissions to two using an AND-gate calculation. Free-XOR technology was proposed to simplify
the calculation of XOR gates, and it was later used by Ball et al. [220] to simplify the calculation of
addition and multiplication gates. To further improve the efficiency of GC so that it can meet real-world
applications, there were many efficiency optimization methods, including chaotic Gaussian elimination,
fleXOR, weakening assumptions, pipeline execution, PartialGC, and size or depth optimizations. A better
method was circuit reuse, and reusable GC schemes were constructed and studied based on attribute-
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based FHE and random linear codes [221, 222]. Furthermore, Innocent et al. [223] proposed garbled
circuit construction with the universal gates, which reduced the number of rows in the garbled table to
two rows per gate with two or zero encryption and decryption calls during garbled circuit construction and
evaluation. In terms of application studies, there have been constructions of efficient secure MPC schemes
under various kinds of security models for different applications [224–228]. They have been widely used
for delegating computation, noninteractive verifiable computing, key-dependent message security, private
DNA matching, and deriving genomic diagnoses.

4.3.2 General secure MPC schemes

The first general secure MPC scheme was the Yao protocol, which was constructed by integrating GC
and OT. Because the calculation of any function can be completed in the form of a Boolean circuit,
the Yao protocol remains an effective basic method for constructing a general secure MPC protocol.
More specifically, using the Yao protocol, the GC constructor generates an obfuscated version of the
Boolean circuit and sends it to the calculator. After receiving the GC, the calculator selects its own
input and calculates the output result of the circuit through the OT. However, the Yao protocol is
insecure under the malicious security model, in which the adversary may not execute according to the
protocol and can construct wrong GCs on purpose. To solve this problem, zero-knowledge proof [229]
and committed input technologies [230] can trivially constrain the behavior of calculation participants to
construct circuits honestly according to the objective function, but they greatly affect the efficiency of the
protocol. To efficiently construct a general secure MPC protocol under the malicious adversary model,
there are many solutions (e.g., Lego technology [231], preprocessing models [232], and cut-and-choose
technologies [233]), whose purposes were to ensure that the GC is honestly constructed. However, the
commitment input method uses a zero-knowledge proof to ensure the correctness of the circuit door-by-
door, and the Lego technology essentially uses a cut-and-choose technique at the gate level. Both are
unsuitable for larger calculation circuits. The preprocessing model uses a single online calculation as the
presumed credible preprocessing stage, and it can be used to construct a secure MPC scheme under the UC
model. However, the preprocessing model cannot be reused and is difficult to ensure that each calculation
has a credible preprocessing stage for real-life scenarios. Compared with the above methods, the cut-
and-choose technology that can achieve the honest construction of the calculation circuit is currently
a more efficient and practical method. It constructs multiple GCs at the expense of minimal storage
and calculation costs and verifies the correctness of the sampled verification circuits. The calculation is
completed by the calculation circuit. Subsequently, cut-and-choose oblivious transfer (CCOT) [234] in
a semi-honest model was proposed, whose efficiency approximates that of the state-of-the-art scheme.
However, there are still problems, such as the input consistency of the GC constructor and the selection
failure attack of the OT. To solve the problem of input consistency, public-key encryption is used to ensure
the consistency of the calculation input instead of the commitment-based scheme, which requires a higher
communication cost. To resist failure attacks of OT, optimizing the OT protocol and constructing OT
variants with special attributes have been proposed, such as OT extensions [212, 213]. The research of
general secure MPC schemes, especially the design of MPC protocol, mainly focused on the improvement
of the security model, security assumptions and efficiency of OT and GC. Based on the OT or GC
variants with new properties, new MPC protocols are constructed, such as noninteractive secure two-
party computations [224], efficient authenticated garbling secure two-party computations [225, 226], and
exact round complexity three-party computations [227].

Another construction method for a general secure MPC scheme is based on FHE. First, the general
secure MPC scheme using homomorphic encryption [235, 236] requires multiple rounds of interaction to
complete the calculation of any function, during which the computation and communication cost is high
when the computing circuit depth is complex. Subsequently, MPC protocols based on threshold-based
FHE and multi-key FHE have been proposed. Asharov et al. [237] used a threshold FHE to construct a
three-round MPC protocol against semi-malicious adversaries based on the LWE assumption under the
common random string (CRS) model. They used noninteractive zero-knowledge proof to propose a secure
four-round MPC protocol for any number of malicious adversaries. Aliasgari et al. [238] presented secure
solutions for both two-party and multi-party floating-point operation computation models and both semi-
honest and malicious settings based on threshold homomorphic encryption, which achieved high accuracy
and provable security guarantees. To improve efficiency, the correlation between the communication
complexity and that of the objective function was decoupled. However, secure MPC based on threshold
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FHE requires the computing participants to jointly generate a short-time public and private key for each
calculation, and in real-life scenarios, users are more inclined to use long-term public and private keys
to implement secure MPC. Consequently, a dynamic MPC [239] was proposed to realize the conversion
from the NTRU-based FHE to a multi-key FHE scheme. They also used the scheme of Brakerski et
al. [172, 173] to construct a three-round MPC protocol against semi-malicious adversaries under the
CRS model. Therefore, the multi-key FHE scheme is another method that can realize the calculation
of ciphertexts encrypted with different keys and construct MPC protocols. Since NTRU-based [240],
GSW-based [192], and BGV-based [241, 242] multi-key FHE schemes were proposed, researchers have
consecutively proposed corresponding secure MPC schemes, such as CRS-based single-hop dynamic MPC,
in which each participant must be determined before the agreement starts. Dynamic MPC without
CRS [243] and dynamic MPC based on distributed settings [244] were also developed. Additionally, a
dynamic MPC scheme that supports multi-hop homomorphic operations [192] was proposed to replace
the single-hop dynamic MPC, and secure MPC schemes under various security models were proposed to
be resistant to semi-malicious, malicious, and mixed adversaries. Goyal [245] also proposed the concept
of quantum multi-key FHE with a general method to transform a single-user-leveled FHE to a quantum
multi-key FHE. Chen et al. [242] proposed a multi-key version of the fast FHE over the Torus (TFHE)
library, which became the first code implementation of the multi-key FHE scheme. It provided a practical
promotion for the universal structure of secure MPC based on multi-key FHE. Zhou et al. [246] proposed
a lightweight multiuser (multi-key) fully homomorphic data encapsulation mechanism based on arbitrary
one-way trapdoor replacement. This scheme re-encrypted the ciphertexts encrypted by different keys into
the ciphertext under a unified encryption key, and the calculation and communication costs were further
reduced.

4.3.3 Dedicated secure MPC schemes and systems

General secure MPC schemes are created to achieve the calculation of arbitrary functions; however,
sometimes, the system only requires repeating the calculation of a single or uncomplicated function for
multiple practical applications. Therefore, secure MPC schemes or systems for single specific problems
have become an important research area, which does not require comprehensive support of calculation
functions. The primary aim of the dedicated schemes is to achieve high efficiency realization for specific
function calculation, and they can eliminate inefficient components such as GCs and OTs.

The computing problems targeted by dedicated secure MPC primarily include privacy-preserving sci-
entific computing, computational geometry issues, private set intersection issues, and ciphertext-based
machine learning issues, and many dedicated computing systems have been proposed based on their
solutions.

In terms of privacy-preserving scientific computing, Yao’s millionaires’ problem is essentially a
ciphertext-based comparison problem; it is a basic problem for secure MPC. The initial solution [215]
is primarily based on general constructions, such as GCs and OTs, demanding high computational and
communication complexity. Lin et al. [247] used a zero-to-one coding method to solve Yao’s millionaires’
problem and transformed the ciphertext-based data comparison into the number of common elements in
two sets. The solution was efficient and concise; however, it only solved two problems: that of A being
greater than B or A not being greater than B without considering the equality situation. Subsequent
solutions, including FHE combined with hidden assumptions, arithmetic coding, and 1-r coding, were
proposed to efficiently solve Yao’s millionaires’ problem [248, 249]. The extended problems included the
blind millionaires’ problem, socialist millionaires’ problem, and rational number calculation [250].

The ciphertext sorting problem is primarily divided into ciphertext sorting without equal data and
ciphertext sorting under normal circumstances (with equal data). Consecutively, researchers [251, 252]
have proposed multiple secure and efficient solutions under the malicious model based on sorting networks,
oblivious keyword sorting, quick sorting, and parallel fast sorting, which could both protect data privacy
and avoid additional information leakage, ranking loss, and increase data flexibility.

The computational geometry problem is an important research direction for secure MPC, and it has
a wide range of important applications in the calculation of sensitive geographic location data such as
the internet of vehicles, oceans, and the military. After the geometry problem [253] was proposed based
on secure MPC, the point inclusion problem, convex polygon intersection problem, and nearest-point
judgment were presented. Inspired by their work, researchers presented a number of computational
geometry problems and provided solutions, primarily including two types of problems, i.e., inclusion and
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intersection. Point inclusion problems involve the relations of points and lines, points and segments,
points and planes, points and curves, points and polygons, points and circles, and points and ellipses.
The intersection problem focuses on the relations of lines and lines, segments and segments, curves and
curves, lines and planes, planes and planes, polygons and polygons, circles and circles, and lines and
circles. In response to the abovementioned problems, based on schemes of Yao’s millionaires’ problem,
researchers established mathematical models of geometric problems, vector-advantage calculation, OT,
homomorphic encryption, and proposed multiple general or dedicated solutions [254, 255].

The private set intersection (PSI) problem aims to find the intersection set without revealing the
element information in the set, and it is one of the best-studied applications of secure computation and
many PSI protocols that have been proposed. Abadi et al. [256] converted the privacy-set intersection
problem into a polynomial greatest common-factor problem and extended the two-party set intersection
to multiple sets. Pinkas et al. [257] suggested a new PSI protocol based on OT extension, whose runtime
was superior to that of existing protocols. Research in this direction [258,259] has been mainly focused on
anti-collusion attacks under the malicious adversary model and the design of future anti-quantum attacks
in terms of security. With regard to efficiency, it mainly reduces the number of overloaded operations,
such as modular multiplication operations, and reduces the communication overhead of the solution.

The ciphertext-based machine learning problem aims to perform privacy-preserving data mining, which
realizes the analysis, summary, and prediction of sensitive data, including ciphertext-based statistical and
machine learning. Currently, there is a strong demand in fields involving sensitive data calculations, such
as government data mining, health-care and medical information, and vehicular and geographical location
data. Ciphertext-based machine learning includes machine training and reasoning. Because the latter
problem often involves relatively small amounts of data and calculations and the realization efficiency
has basically satisfied the realistic needs in real-life scenarios, current research is focused primarily on
machine reasoning for ciphertext-based data classification [260]. Additionally, there are solutions to
specific problems, such as the incremental support vector learning [261], delegating computation [262],
and ciphertext-based image processing [263]. In particular, in order to learn a shared model by aggregating
locally computed updates on the premise that training data is distributed on devices, McMahan et al. [264]
advocated a scheme and named it decentralized approach federated learning. Beyond this, Yang et
al. [265] introduced definitions, architectures, and applications for comprehensive secure federated learning
framework, including horizontal federated learning, vertical federated learning, and federated transfer
learning, and provided building data networks among organizations based on federated mechanisms.
Expensive communication, systems heterogeneity, statistical heterogeneity, and privacy concerns are four
of the core challenges that make federated learning different from distributed learning in data center
settings or traditional private data analyses, and the main recent work [266] has begun to address these
challenges as well as their productionizing and benchmarking in federated settings4).

Based on theoretical research results, the program development of dedicated secure MPC systems
is gradually transforming theory into practice to meet the requirements of real-life scenarios. The first
secure MPC system program was Fairplay [267], which was proposed in 2004. Subsequent work continued
to improve the optimal algorithms for each component of the Yao protocol to achieve efficient computing
of massive ciphertext-based data. Based on the Yao protocol, the first-generation secure MPC system
represented by Fairplay used garbled circuits to generate target function codes, including FastGC [268],
PICCO [269], Wysteria [270], and SoK [228], which required a relatively time-consuming compilation and
recompilation process. The new generation of secure MPC systems that used programmable object codes
includes EMP-toolkit [271], TinyGarble based on JustGarble [272], Obliv-C [273], ObliVM [274] based on
ObliVM-GC, and Frigate [275]. Programmable target coding is a more concise intermediate representation
of a circuit. The circuit does not require to be expanded under the intermediate representation using
loop instructions, which greatly improves the computational efficiency. The research and development
of secure MPC systems based on the Yao protocol have been slowly improving the efficiency of GCs
and reducing computing bandwidth. In addition to general secure MPC systems, multiple dedicated
secure MPC tools for specific application scenarios to solve specific problems have been proposed. For
example, Google developed Private Join and Compute [276] for PSIs based on homomorphic encryption,
as well as Password Checkup5) for weak-login password detection. Dedicated secure MPC tools do not
require building a general calculation framework that can achieve the calculation of any function. It

4) Tensorflow federated: machine learning on decentralized data. https://www.tensorflow.org/federated.

5) Google Password Checkup. https://support.google.com/accounts?p=password-checkup. 2019.
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Table 2 Comparison of MPC systems

Scheme Languages Protocol Participants Security model Data types Operators

PICCO [269] C/C++ Hybrid Model 3+ Semi-honest/mixed 6 7

Wysteria [270] Ocaml Multi-party Circuit 2+ Semi-honest/mixed 3 3

EMP-toolkit [271] C++ Garbled Circuits 2 Semi-honest/mixed/malicious 7 7

TinyGarble [272] C/C++ Garbled Circuits 2 Semi-honest 0 Optimizer

Obliv-C [273] C/Ocaml Garbled Circuits 2 Semi-honest/mixed 6 7

ObliVM [274] Java Garbled Circuits 2 Semi-honest/mixed 4 7

Frigate [275] C++ Garbled Circuits 2+ Mixed 4 6

PJ-C [276] C++ Partial Homomorphic 2 Semi-honest 2 2

can efficiently process a certain type of function in real-life scenarios. Its high efficiency will provide
efficient services and broad application prospects for real-life scenarios of big data. Table 2 shows the
comparison of various MPC systems, including security models such as semi-honest adversaries, malicious
adversaries, and hybrid models. A semi-honest adversary indicates that participants are performing as per
the protocol but try to learn additional information. A malicious adversary indicates that the adversary
breaks the protocol arbitrarily to learn information or to cause an incorrect result. The hybrid model
indicates that the participants of the protocol include honest, semi-honest, and malicious users. There
are seven types of data: booleans, fixed-length integers, arbitrary-length integers, floats, static arrays,
dynamic arrays, and structs. Moreover, there are seven types of operators: logical, comparison, addition,
multiplication, division, bit shift, and bitwise.

Summary and prospect. In this subsection, we focused on the cryptographic techniques used for
ciphertext operation and calculation in big data scenarios, including attribute-preserving encryption and
SE for ciphertext searching, FHE and secure MPC for ciphertext-based calculation. (1) In terms of
ciphertext-based data searching, studies have primarily focused on the M/M-type SE scheme, which is
the most complex and suitable for big data applications. There are rich research results for designing
various schemes, efficiency improvements, semantic expression improvements, and various security mod-
els and proofs. Presently, they can theoretically meet the basic functional and security requirements
of various big data applications. (2) For ciphertext-based data computing, in terms of single-user ci-
phertext computing for real big data applications, fully homomorphic solutions that are truly suitable
for massive data encryption and ciphertext-based calculation remain immature, because of efficiency
limitations. Certain partial homomorphic encryptions, such as Paillier, ElGamal, and RSA, have been
gradually adopted to solve simple ciphertext-based computing problems in big data scenarios. In terms
of multiuser ciphertext computing, this subsection outlines the development status of the secure MPC
schemes from four aspects: basic tools, general constructions, dedicated schemes, and systems. Gener-
ally, theoretical research involves the design of basic tools and schemes as well as the study of security
models, computational complexity, mathematical tools, and improvements to scheme efficiency. Cur-
rently, the general MPC scheme construction based on GCs is booming, and it evolves from theoretical
research to practical application. There are many efficient computing systems, but some cannot directly
complete calculations based on the ciphertext stored in the cloud. Because MFHE-based MPC can be
realized in an offline manner, the general scheme based on MFHE is more suitable for these requirements.
(3) Finally, in solving a specific computing problem, dedicated secure MPC schemes and systems have
been customized and developed. The key scientific problem in this direction is figuring out how to de-
compose the specific computing function into lower-order polynomial problems that can be solved by
partial or fully homomorphic encryption. In addition to the loss of flexibility and universality, its effi-
ciency and customization are more likely to satisfy real-world applications in the field of big data. The
future development of ciphertext-based data computing primarily includes three directions. (1) However,
additional research on the security and efficiency of SE is still required under the conditions of massive
data and users. (2) The efficiency of the MFHE currently restricts the development of this research direc-
tion. Therefore, research on efficient MFHE algorithms or the study of multi-key partial homomorphic
and somewhat/fully homomorphic encryption algorithms requires breakthroughs. (3) In addition to the
abovementioned security and efficiency issues, the fairness of the secure MPC scheme indicates that the
participation of the GC constructor and circuit calculation party is unequal, and their contributions are
not the same. This is another issue worthy of study. It is possible that the development transformation
from key transfer protocol to key agreement protocol will be used as an important reference to solve the
fairness problem.
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5 Z-CABDS architecture and development prospects

The original purpose of cryptography was to protect data from being readable by illegal users. From the
information theory’s perspective, the plaintext is the transmission of all data and the deeper information
that can be obtained by data mining. To protect privacy in future big data cloud computing environments,
all data must be encrypted before uploading them to the cloud. Intuitively, this is an extreme zero-or-one
processing scenario for security and usability. Any information of the ciphertext as well as additional
private information from big data mining, including statistics, analysis, and training, cannot be leaked.
This can be guaranteed by the indistinguishable security of cryptographic algorithms. Alternatively, users
who meet all requirements for access authorization can decrypt the information, disclosing everything
in plaintext. However, in real-life scenarios, the following situations often occur. Originally, a user
only required the statistical summation of the privacy data of multiple users. However, the plaintext-
based calculation still reveals other information, such as specific input values, the number of users or
inputs, medians, averages, variances, and other statistical and distribution information of inputs. This
runs counter to users’ increasing demand for privacy protection. Therefore, the fine-grained sharing and
multilevel controllable disclosure of data information have become important issues that big data security
cryptography is trying to resolve.

Complex applications give rise to technological convergence and innovation. From the research overview,
it can be seen that different cryptographic technologies aim to solve different security issues. The type,
security requirement, and form of data are completely different according to different application scenar-
ios, and it becomes necessary to adaptively adopt cryptographic schemes that can meet the requirements
in terms of functionality, security, and efficiency. Big data security systems or platforms in complex sce-
narios must solve combined security issues, such as data storage, analysis, mining, management, sharing,
and training. Discretely invoking multiple cryptographic techniques one by one to protect the security
of the big data life cycle may cause unexpected security threats, and it will likely increase the com-
munication and computing costs of the system. The deep integration of cryptographic technology can
produce and customize an efficient and secure composite cryptosystem that will become an important
method of solving the security problems of complex applications in big data environments. Therefore,
based on surveys and integration of cryptographic techniques and from a holistic perspective of the big
data life cycle security, Z-CABDS architecture, an extensible, compatible, and comprehensive reference
cryptographic architecture for big data security, is given, as shown in Figure 5.

5.1 Z-CABDS architecture

The Z-CABDS architecture is extensible and Figure 5 shows only a few representative business flows,
which can be intuitively adjusted as required as per application requirements. All business flows have
compatible and unified key management and user management infrastructures, which demonstrates a
high degree of syncretism and integration of the architecture. Storage cloud and computing cloud have
basic login authentication, situational awareness, vulnerability scan, cloud log, and other security services;
furthermore, there is an audit cloud for data owners to implement third-party integrity audits. In terms of
the storage business, we select searchable source encryption such that the encrypted data can be flexibly
retrieved at any time after it is stored in the personal data center of the cloud. In terms of the sharing
business, we consider that the sharing demands include regular sharing, sudden sharing, and carbon
copy. In response to regular sharing requirements, we choose searchable ABE or FE to store encrypted
documents in the cloud for decryption by users who meet the access policy. When the cloud receives
a carbon copy request, it directly retrieves the target ciphertext and sends it to the proxy server. The
proxy re-encryption server manages the re-encryption keys between users; moreover, it can realize the
conversion process from ciphertext of owners to that of users via re-encryption. If there is a temporary
or sudden sharing requirement, the data owner needs to retrieve the target ciphertext from the cloud;
after downloading and decrypting it, he then can share it by calling the AKA, GKA protocol, or BE
encryption. In terms of computing services, it is divided into regular computing and sudden computing.
Therefore, the data to be calculated needs to be protected by multi-key fully homomorphic encryption
before uploading to the calculation server; furthermore, the server implements homomorphic calculations
of circuits on the ciphertext encrypted with different user keys as per the calculation requirements. For
sudden computing requires, the data owner needs to retrieve the target data to be calculated from the
storage cloud or the calculation server with storage capabilities, download and decrypt it, and implement
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Figure 5 (Color online) Z-CABDS architecture.

it via a secure multi-party computing protocol.

The Z-CABDS architecture realizes the infrastructure resource sharing and business integration of
primary big data application scenarios. Supplementarily, we still require achieving deep technical inte-
gration for security or efficiency requirements. For example, combining SE and ABE, attribute-based
SE, which is used in the sharing business above, can not only realize the authority control of the data
visitor but it can also determine the secret search of the access content in which the visitor can query
the ciphertext-based data containing specific keywords. The hybrid encryption algorithm, combining
symmetric encryption and ABE, uses efficient authenticated encryption to protect the confidentiality and
integrity of data; moreover, it uses ABE to protect the symmetric key. It realizes the access control of the
plaintext by controlling the access of the symmetric key. Identity-based BE [101] is based on the integra-
tion of an identity-based encryption scheme and a BE scheme that realizes secure and concise broadcast
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communication in a certificateless manner. Considering identity-based FHE and attribute-based FHE as
examples, data sharing technologies, such as identity-based encryption and ABE combined with FHE-
based secure MPC, can flexibly secure and share fine-grained ciphertext-based data calculation results.
Combined PRE technology with data sharing techniques, identity-based PREs, or attribute-based PREs
can solve the limitation of secret data sharing between different keys or encryption algorithms. The
combination of SE and (fully) homomorphic encryption can realize searches and calculations based on
encrypted data [277]. Personally, designing efficient dedicated solutions and schemes for massive struc-
tured or unstructured data in various scenarios under the Z-CABDS architecture will be a key point of
research for big data security promotion.

5.2 Development prospects

Assuming that massive data in the future will be encrypted before uploading to the cloud and stored in the
form of ciphertext, study provides a comprehensive introduction of the research status of cryptography
from the three aspects of big data secure storage, flexible and fine-grained sharing of ciphertext, and
ciphertext-based data calculation. We focus on the essential problem to be solved by each technology, thus
overviewing the current development statuses and gaps for satisfying the demands in real-life scenarios;
moreover, we consider future development trends too. We believe that research on cryptography for big
data security may focus on the following aspects.

(1) The complexity and diversity of practical big data applications promulgate additional detailed
functional, security, and efficiency requirements, and security and efficiency are still the two primary
development routes of various cryptographic technologies. Researchers analyzed and designed algorithms
and schemes in terms of functional expansion, security, and efficiency improvement, as well as solutions
to existing open problems. Moreover, big data algorithms are converted to sublinear time or space
complexity algorithms to adapt to the scale of massive data that are continuously and rapidly generated.
In a constantly updated big data environment, these algorithms suffer efficiency and implementation
problems under plaintext conditions, let alone the ciphertext-based processing algorithms for massive
data, such as the problem of calculating the median of massive ciphertext-based data constantly being
generated. Consequently, the fusion of cryptographic and processing algorithms for massive data is an
important limitation that must be considered and examined.

(2) Big data and cloud computing technologies render data information in a hierarchical manner. The
entropy of information theory is possibly used to describe the amount of information in data transmission
and mining. Therefore, a method for determining the amount or hierarchy of information is proposed for
the security of encryption schemes used for ciphertext-based data sharing and calculation. The essence of
big data privacy protection is to solve the fine-grained and precise transmission of data information. In
addition to the original cryptographic provable security theory, the entropy value may be used to quantify
the information released by the ciphertext-based data and describe to whom the data information will
be transmitted and how much information will be released. It can estimate the accurateness of the
encryption algorithm protecting and transmitting the information. This may become another security
criterion for information security in a ciphertext-based big data environment. For example, the amount
of information required by Yao’s millionaires’ problem is only one bit. In other words, it is the result of
comparing two parties’ data. Consequently, the ultimate result of the ideal solution to Yao’s millionaires’
problem is to leak only one bit of information without any additional data. However, multiple current
solutions based on encoding or garbled circuits fall flat, and the information leaked during the calculation
process comprises more than one bit; therefore, it can lead to inference attacks and additional information
leakage problems. Furthermore, collusion attacks against ABE and secure MPC can be characterized by
the amount of released ciphertext information. An attack indicates that the amount of information
transmitted in a scheme or protocol surpasses the owner’s expectations. This may become another
information-based security consideration model to be applied to big data security alongside the provable
security theory of cryptography.

(3) The main problem of the dynamic, secure MPC depends on the calculation of the distributed
ciphertext encrypted by different keys. Although secure MPC schemes have solved this limitation to
some extent, they often require users to obtain ciphertext-based data from cloud storage, decrypting
the ciphertext to plaintext and calling the plaintext-based secure MPC protocol whose cost for online
interactive communication is extremely high. Therefore, distributed ciphertext-based data calculations
on clouds are more suitable for actual application scenarios. The current multi-key FHE scheme aims
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to solve this limitation, but its efficiency is far from practical and is troubled by the multi-hop problem
of key conversion. Aiming to solve the limitation of distributed ciphertext-based data calculation, it is
necessary to further improve and optimize the multi-key and threshold-based FHE scheme in terms of
efficiency. It should be determined whether the PRE scheme and key-switching technology should become
alternatives for solving the key conversion problem in distributed ciphertext-based data calculation.

(4) The development of new technology has come up with the technological innovation of cryptography
for big data security. The basic idea of indistinguishability obfuscation technology [278] is to transform the
program into a multilinear jigsaw puzzle, and it reduces the security to the mathematical puzzles on the
grid. Its successful construction [279] and combinations with other cryptographic technologies may create
new solutions to the cryptographic technology for big data security. Furthermore, based on processing
hardware, security dynamic monitoring, and control technologies, dynamic security checks [280] integrated
with encryption schemes might provide confidentiality and integrity protection at the hardware level,
thus preventing an attack caused by the loose coupling of encryption and data security. The encryption
algorithm used in the hardware layer will provide a description of a strong binding security model for
system security, and it can protect the original logical structure of the program, resisting tampering,
reversing, and malicious code injection. Furthermore, it is possible to produce more underlying and
central protection for big data security at the hardware level.
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